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Dear Mr. Checketts:

In follow-up to fhe 415117 initial approval granted to Utah's Home & Community Based Services

(HCBS) Statewide Transition Plan (STP), CMS provided additional detailed feedback to the

state to assist with final approval and implementation of its STP. CMS acknowledges that since

this technical assistance was provided, work has continued within the state to bring settings into

compliance and furlher develop the STP; however, a summary ofthis feedback is attached for

refelence to assist in the state's efforts as it works towards final approval.

As a reminder', in order to receive final approval, the STP should include:

A comprehensive summary of completed site-specific assessments of all HCBS settings,

validation ofthose assessment results, and inclusion ofthe aggregate outcomes ofthese

activities;

Draft remediation strategies and a conesponding timeline for resolving issues that the

site-specific settings assessment process and subsequent validation strategies identihed

by the end of the HCBS settings transition period (March 17 ,2022);
A detailed plan for identifying settings presumed to have institutional characteristics, as

well as the proposed process for evaluating these settings and prepaling for submission to

CMS for review under heightened scrutiny;

A process for communicating with beneficiaries currently receiving services in settings

that the state has determined cannot or will not come into compliance with the HCBS

settings rule by March 17 ,2022; and
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A description ofongoing monitoring and quality assurance processes that will ensure all

settings providing HCBS continue to remain filly compliant with the federal settings

criteria in the future.

Prio¡ to submitting the updated version ofthe STP lor consideration offinal approval, the state

will need to issue the STP fol a minimum 30-day public comment period. I want to personally

thank the state for its efforts thus far on the HCBS STP, and look forward to the next iteration of
the STP that addresses the feedback in the attachment.

Sincerelv ... /. ll /l l,//,/-, uu I
/ - 

/ '^---^'^t,,-

Ralph F. Lollar, Director
Division of Long Term Services and Supports
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ATTACHMENT

Additional CMS feedback on areas where improvement is needed by the stâte of Utah in
order to rcceive final approval ofthe HCBS Statewide Transition Plan

PLEASE NOTE: It is anticipøted tlrnt ,e stdte will need lo go outfor public comment once

these changes are made and prior to resubmilting to CMS forJinal approval' The state is

requeslerl to provide a timeline and onticipated dalefor resubmissionforfinal apptoval as

soon as possible.

HCBS Settines Site-Specifi c Assessment/Validation

Thus far, the state has provided an estimated level of compliance with the settings criteria based

on a "preliminary categorization" ofsettings by services. Please provide the following additional

information in the STP:

State Categorizøtion of Settirtg Compliance:
. Please provide more details on the state's site-specific assessment and its categorization

of sett ings by services.

o With respect to the self-assessment process, please assure that all settings that

group two or more people together for the purposes ofreceiving Medicaid-funded

HCBS are assessed (p. 4).

o The state references in the STP a "preliminary categorization" of broad setting

categories such as "naturally occurring setting in the community". Please

describe the naturally occurring settings in the community where services are

provided and verify that any ofthese settings that were presumed fully compliant

were done so based on beneficiaries receiving services on an individualized basis,

such as individualized supported employment.

o The state should make clear all of the settings by type that are being assessed; for

exarnple, the systemic assessment lists administrative code for Adult Foster Care,

but this setting is not represented in the state's breakdown of compliance by

selvices. Please make sure that all setting types are reflecfed in the state's

categorization of compliance.

I ndividual, P r ivately-Owne d Ho.mes :
. The state may make the presumption that privately owned or rented homes and

apartments of people living with family members, friends, or roommates meet the home

and community-based settings criteria if they are integrated in typical community

neighborhoods where people who do not receive home and community-based services

also reside. A state will generally not be required to verify this presumption. However,

the state must outline what it will do to monitor compliance olthis category of settings

with the regulatory criteria over time. CMS lequests thal Utah provide additional details

about its strategy lor compliance monitoring ofthese settings. Note, settings where the
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beneficialy lives in a private residence owned by an unrelated caregiver (who is paid for
providing HCBS services to the individual), are considered provider-owned or -

controlled settings and should be evaluated as such.

P rov ide r Se lf-Ass es s me nt Proces s :
r Please confirm the percentage ofproviders that completed the provider selÈassessment.

Val i¡laÍion of Settings
. Onsite Revieps.' The state is cunently validating provider self-assessments through on-

site reviews using a stratified landom sample of settings including adult day care, day

support services, r'esidential facility, supported living, and supported employment. These

reviews will include observation, participant and staff interviews, and document reviews.

o Please confìrm whether the sample was statistically significant, and if not, please

include the percentage ofsettings (by category of setting) that received an onsite

review.

Validation Activities for Settings not included in the Site-SpeciJic Onsite Review

Sample: The state should include in the STP how it intends to validate the results of the

provider self-assessments for those settings not chosen to receive on-site reviews.

o Although the state indicates in the "preliminary categolization" of settings that

state staff will also be conducting desk reviews ofthe provider self-assessments

(pg. 5), it is not clear whether all settings not receiving an onsite leview will be

validated. To ensure that all provider self-assessments are validated, states may

use a combination of various strategies (including but not limited to state onsite

visits; data collection on beneficiary experiences; desk reviews ofprovider
policies, consumer surveys, and feedback from external stakeholders; leveraging

of existing case management, licensing & certihcation, and quality management

review processes; parlnerships with other federally-funded state entities, including

but not limited to DD and aging networks, etc.).

o Please describe the process for conducting desk reviews, including the activities

included in the desk review process.

a

B e n eJìc iø ry/C o ns ume r Fe e ¡l b a c k :
o The state indicates that any settings receiving onsite reviews will also include

interviews and surveys with parlicipants. Please include a timeline for the

interviews/surveys in conjunction with the onsite reviews of the sampled settings,

and how the state will assure the consumer feedback is tied directly back to a

specifìc setting.
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o Please confirm whether all consumer feedback will be collected in-person as patl
ofthe onsite review, and/or whether other options will be provided (i.e. online, by

mail, or over the phone).

o The state should also include any information on who can help consumers with
the interviews/surveys and what steps are being taken to assure a conflict-free
process.

o Given the numerous public comments received by the state advocating for greater

consumer/benefrciary involvement in the HCBS statewide tlansition plan, if the

state is not extending its consumer feedback process to include all settings, please

include inf'ormation on additional steps the state will take to assure greater

beneficiary parlicipation in the implementation of the HCBS settings criteria.

o Please outline the process through which the state will work with providers to

rectify any discrepancies between provider self-assessments and feedback from
beneficiaries.

. Aggregation of Final Validølion Resul/s.' Please update the initial findings of setting

compliance acÌoss programs with final results once all validation activities are completed.

In this analysis, please delineate the compliance results across categories ofsettings for
all programs in a manner that is easy for the public to review and understand. At a
minimum, please make sure to confirm the number of settings in each category of HCBS

that the state found to be:

o Fully compliant with the HCBS settings criteria;

o Could come into full cornpliance with modifications during the transition period;

o Cannot comply with the HCBS settings criteria; or

o Are presumptively institutional in nature.

General Provisions related to State Prosress in Implementins the HCBS Settinqs Criteria
c Reverse Integratiott: CMS wishes to remind the state that states cannot comply with the

home and community-based settings criteria simply by bringing individuals without
disabilities from the community into a setting. Compliance requires a plan to integrate

beneficiaries into the broader community. Reverse integration, or a model of intentionally

inviting individuals not receiving HCBS into a facility-based setting to participate in
activities with HCBS beneficiaries is not considered by CMS by itself to be a sufficient
strategy for complying with the community integration requirements outlined in the

regulation. Under the rule, settings should ensure that individuals have the opportunity to

interact with the broader community of non-HCBS recipients and provide opportunities

to participate in activities that are not solely designed for people with disabilities or
HCBS benefìciaries that are aging but rather for the broader community.
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Assuring Provider Choice: CMS requests the state describe how it facilitates individual

choice regarding services and supports, and who provides them.

Non-Disttbility Specitic Setlings: Please provide clarity on the manner in which the state

will ensure that beneficiaries have access to services in non-disability specifìc settings

among their service options for both residential and non-residential services. The STP

should also indicate the steps the state is taking to build capacity among providers to

increase access to non-disability specific setting options across home and community-

based services.

Site-Srrecific Remedial Actions
Please plovide more detail 'on the state's proposed process and timeline for remediation of
settings. Specifically, please clarify the following:

o The state's approach to addressing discrepancies between provider's assessments and

validation findings.
o The plan for bringing settings into compliance (e.g. corrective action plans, ongoing data

submission requirements, etc.), including the state's plan for following up with providers

to assure that all remediation ofareas of non-compliance are completed by the end ofthe
transition period.

o Under the state's existing apploach to provider remediation in the STP, CMS is

concerned that without 1ìrfther specifics on how the state will work with providers

that have settings out of compliance, there rnay be an overreliance in introducing
rnodifications within beneficiary person-centered plans (PCP). The state included

language regalding assuring that any modifications of conditions are supporled by

a specific assessed need andjustified in the individual's person-centered service

plan, but CMS requests the state provide additional details about how it intends to

instruct providers on the requirernents for how/when to introduce modifications

within individual PCPs, as well as the process the state is implementing to work
with providers to remediate areas of non-compliance with settings criteria.

. How feedback from the monitoring process is communicated to the provider. Include

timelines for this feedback process.

r How compliance will be monitored by the state and completion confirmed by the end of
the transition period.

o A depiction of timelines for the remedial actions to address any compliance issues.

o For those settings that are not able to be brought into compliance, please provide a

detailed plan the state will use for communicating and assisting beneficiaries curuently

receiving services in settings that are determined not to be able to come into compliance
plior to the end ofthe transition period that includes:

a
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o A description for how parlicipants will be offered informed choice and assistance

in locating a new residential or nonresidential setting in which HCBS are

provided or accessing alternative funding streams.

o An estimated number of beneficiaries who are in settings that the state anticipates

will not be in compliance by the end of the transition period and may need to

access altemative funding stleams or receive assistance in locating a compliant

setting.

o Confirmation ofthe state's timeline for supporting beneficiaries in exploring and

securing alternative options should a transition out of a non-compliant setting be

necessary.

o An explanation ofhow the state will ensure that needed services and supports are

in place in advance of the individual's tlansition.

Monitorins of Settinss
Please provide additional information about the monitoring ofsettings.

. Please describe how the state will use the existing quality assurance system for ongoing

compliance monitoring to ensure that settings continue to comply with the HCBS setting

criteria.
o Please provide additional details about the timeline for ongoing monitoring including

how settings will be re-evaluated through any given method and how lrequently
parlicipant experience surveys will be conducted.

Heishtened Scrutinv

As a reminder, the state must clearly lay out its process for identilying settings that are presumed

to have the qualities ofan institution. These are settings for which the state must submit
information for the heightened scrutiny process if the state determines, through its assessments,

that these settings do have qualities that are home and community-based in nature and do not
have the qualities of an institution. If the state determines it will not submit information on a
presumptively institutional setting, the presumption will stand and the state must describe the
process for communicating with the individuals involved. Please only submit those settings
under heightened scrutiny that the state believes will overcome any institutional characteristics
and can comply with the federal HCBS rule. Please include further details about the criteria or
deciding factors that will be used consistently across reviewers to make a final determination
regarding whether or not to move a setting lorward to CMS for heightened scrutiny
review. There are state examples ofheightened scrutiny processes available upon request, as well
as several tools and sub-regulatory guidance on this topic available online at
htt@.
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